We are actively hiring for full-time & intern positions. Stop by to learn what PayPal has to offer.

Lenny Markus  
Manager, Software Development, Engagement Engineer – San Jose

**Bio:** I have been involved in technology over the last 17 years either as a people manager or an individual contributor. I'm a problem solver at heart and I've spent the last four years at PayPal working on a variety of interesting challenges, leading teams to create elegant solutions that make life easier for others.

Ranging from developer technical support all the way to leading company-wide efforts to evolve the technology stack, I always mentor and try to raise the bar for all those around me.

**Topic:** Release the Kraken (js)

**Description:** JavaScript and NodeJS jobs are in high demand. This talk gives you an introduction to PayPal’s NodeJs framework: KrakenJS; while teaching you how and why you should use enterprise-grade tools in your day to day projects to gain valuable experience.